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I sat through a debate Tuesday afternoon at the University of Toledo College
of Law between Mark P.  Fancher,  staff attorney and director of the  Racial
Justice Project at the American Civil Liberties Union of Michigan (standing at
lectern), and Ilya Shapiro, the senior fellow in constitutional studies at the
Cato  Institute  (sitting).  (Please  forgive  the  photo  quality,  I  took it  with  a
low-quality cell phone.)

The debate, interestingly enough, was titled "Affirmative Action vs. Reverse
Discrimination" and centered on the Supreme Court's ruling earlier this year
in Ricci v. DeStefano, the affirmative action case involving a promotion test
given to New Haven, Conn., firefighters. (For more background on the case,
click here.)

Essentially,  the  city  determined  that  the  examination  was  racist  because
statistics  showed  that  not  as  many minorities  as  whites  passed  the  test.
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Therefore, the city threw out the test and refused to promote the whites and
one Hispanic who passed the test.

The white firefighters sued.

The appellate court, in an opinion written by now-Justice Sonia Sotomayor,
sided with the city in ruling the test as unfair to minorities. The Supreme
Court overruled and found for the white firefighters.

In  the  debate,  Fancher,  who  is  black,  took the  position that the  test was
obviously racist because of the disparate impact to blacks.

More interesting, however, were his remarks on race in general. He made the
appalling claim that all Americans are racists and that anyone who opposes
President Barack Obama is simply showing that racism.

Shapiro,  for his  part,  defended well  the  Supreme  Court opinion.  The  best
summation of his  argument,  and the court's  for that matter, was when he
recited a quotation from Chief Justice  John Roberts, "The best way to end
discrimination is to end discrimination."

Fancher, though, accused the court of ignoring the black firefighters because
the members of the court simply assumed that the whites worked harder and
that blacks were simply lazy. Shapiro rightly called such a characterization of
the decision insulting to everyone.

Shapiro clearly had the moral high ground in the debate.

In the end, the only racist was Fancher himself who spouted off about slavery
as  though  there  were  some  moral  and  legal  equivalence  between  the
abhorrent practice  of slavery and that fewer blacks than whites  passed an
exam for promotion in New Haven, Conn.

Fancher  has  clearly  been  at  the  Racial  Justice  Project  for too  long.  After
Fancher  recited  a  long  string  of  racial  abuses  in  the  United  States  as
evidence  that  racism  is  abundant,  Shapiro  right  pointed  out  that  such
incidents are rare and should be dealt with. Fancher, however, vehemently
shook his head "no." (Compare Fancher's skewed version of justice with that
of Frederick Douglass here.)

Finally, I do take issue with the concept of reverse discrimination as used in
this debate title. There is no such thing. Discrimination, regardless of whom
it hurts or helps, is simply discrimination.
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Interesting debate. I'm familiar with the case, and Judge Sotomayor
was wrong.  And,  how many times  will  she  be  wrong as  a  Supreme
Court Justice. However, your post isn't about her. I am not in favor of
affirmative action. I  don't think blacks are more stupid than whites,
nor do I think they are all lazy. I do think that, in many cases, blacks
have a chip on their shoulders, as well as think the powers that be are
out to get them, that everyone is racist but them. Preconceived notions
on their part,  is  a  stumbling block to  learning.  Even so,  it's  not so
important what others think of you, but how you look at yourself. Too
many people, not just blacks, blame everyone else but the person who
is looking back at you in the mirror.
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"The richest 1 percent have more
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percent combined." — Michael Moore
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EnergyCitizens.org
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Medicare officials have treated
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how they can communicate with
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Tracking Obama's promises:

IN THE WORKS

Promise No. 236 — Will
"require his Cabinet officials
to have periodic national
broadband townhall meetings
to discuss issues before their agencies." >>
Details

IN THE WORKS

Promise No. 375 — "Will
work with YouthBuild to grow
from 8,000 slots today to
50,000 slots over the next
eight years in order to meet the demand from
young people and communities for this valuable
program." YouthBuild programs allow low-income
young people to work toward their GED or high
school diploma while they build housing for
low-income people. >> Details

IN THE WORKS

Promise No. 265 — "Restore
the Great Lakes - Will push
for the passage of the Great
Lakes Collaboration
Implementation Act, which will move us past
playing defense against environmental problems
and toward a comprehensive restoration of the
Great Lakes." >> Details

IN THE WORKS

Promise No. 263 — "Will
reinvigorate the drinking
water standards that have
been weakened under the
Bush administration and update them to address
new threats. Will help communities by restoring
better federal financing for water and wastewater
treatment infrastructure, and will continue
leadership in protecting national treasures like the
Great Lakes from threats such as industrial
pollution, water diversion, and invasive species.
And will establish policies to help high-growth
regions with the challenges of managing their water
supplies." >> Details

PROMISE KEPT

Promise No. 337 — "Will
use the ISS for fundamental
biological and physical
research to understand the
effects of long-term space travel on human health
and to test emerging technologies to enable such
travel." >> Details
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I will appear as a guest on "Talk with
Ron Williams" at 3:10 p.m. EDT
Thursdays. Be sure to tune in.

The show is on WZOQ-AM (ESPN
Radio), which is 940 on your AM dial.
If you aren't within the broadcast
range of the station, you can listen live
on the Web by clicking here.
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